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Abstract—There is no empirical evidence whatsoever to support most of the beliefs on which software construction is based. We do not yet know the adequacy, limits, qualities, costs and risks of the technologies used to develop software. Experimentation helps to check and convert beliefs and opinions into facts.

This research is concerned with the replication area. Replication is a key component for gathering empirical evidence on software development that can be used in industry to build better software more efficiently. Replication has not been an easy thing to do in software engineering (SE) because the experimental paradigm applied to software development is still immature. Nowadays, a replication is executed mostly using a traditional replication package. But traditional replication packages do not appear, for some reason, to have been as effective as expected for transferring information among researchers in SE experimentation. The trouble spot appears to be the replication setup, caused by version management problems with materials, instruments, documents, etc. This has proved to be an obstacle to obtaining enough details about the experiment to be able to reproduce it as exactly as possible.

We address the problem of information exchange among experimenters by developing a schema to characterize replications. We will adapt configuration management and product line ideas to support the experimentation process. This will enable researchers to make systematic decisions based on explicit knowledge rather than assumptions about replications. This research will output a replication support web environment. This environment will not only archive but also manage experimental materials flexibly enough to allow both similar and differentiated replications with massive experimental data storage. The platform should be accessible to several research groups working together on the same families of experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Albert Einstein said that insanity was doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results.

Software Engineering (SE) aims to assure that software developers deliver reliable, quality products that satisfy user requirements. On this ground, it should be supported by a process enabling the construction of software systems on time and on budget through the effective and efficient use of human and material resources.

The results of applying a particular software development technology are, today, unpredictable [1]. There is no evidence whatsoever to support most of the beliefs on which software systems construction is based [2]. Nowadays, knowledge of the adequacy, limits, qualities, costs and risks of the technologies used to develop software is missing [3]. Experimentation helps us to verify beliefs and opinions and convert them into facts.

For decades, SE researchers have been running experiments to gather evidence about software development. Outcomes or observations require verification to assure their validity and reliability. It is not possible to draw conclusions from a single experiment. Multiple runs of an experiment are needed to consolidate results, and validate and build the body of knowledge to be disseminated and used in the software industry [4].

According to [5], replication is a key mechanism of the experimental paradigm. Through replication it is possible to verify the results observed in earlier experiments. Campbell and Stanley [6] explain the role of replication as “The experiments we do today, if successful, will need replication and cross-validation at other times under other conditions before they can become an established part of science, before they can be theoretically interpreted with confidence”. Judd gives a comprehensible definition of replication [7]: replication means that other researchers try to reproduce the original experiment as closely as possible in other contexts and using different samples. If the results of the replication are consistent with the original research, this raises confidence in the hypothesis supported by the original study.

According to [8] and [9], replication plays a major role in empirical software engineering (ESE), enabling the research community to build knowledge about the outcomes or observations under set conditions.

1 We use the term technology to refer to software development methods, techniques, methodologies and tools.
Replication has not been an easy thing to do in SE because the experimental paradigm applied to software development is still immature. The main reason for the shortage of replications in ESE is that it is hard to describe an experiment in enough detail for another researcher to be able to replicate it accurately [10]. The context of an SE experiment is extremely complex because the phenomenon under study has very many variables, and software development (and, therefore, SE experiments) involves human beings.

Some researchers argue that having an experimental package provided support for their experiment replication process. A traditional experimental package is a package composed of a set of structured processes, documents, materials, etc., used by experimenters to replicate an experiment. A replication package is then the means of communication and coordination among the authors of the experiment and experimenters in replicating the experiment [11], [12]. A full replication package includes all the tasks, checklists, and procedure and problem-solving descriptions, etc., requested from the package authors [13]. Basili [12] suggests that, if there is a replication package, experimenters should use it and, if not, they should be build one.

Despite the fact that there are several ESE replication packages, the truth is that there are still very few replications in this field. For some reason, experimenters are not finding replication packages as helpful as expected. This suggests that the solution offered so far to the SE replication problem is naive [14]. The crux of the matter is that there are many factors that can alter experimental results, and they are hard to predict beforehand [10].

Like SE, other experimental disciplines have similar trouble controlling the experimental context. To successfully replicate ESE experiments, it is necessary to move away from the concept of replication in the natural sciences [15], where experiments can be reproduced exactly. ESE researchers need to look at approaches in other less strict experimental disciplines that have not traditionally been a source of inspiration for ESE. These disciplines consider replication as the repetition of an experiment by other researchers in other environments with other samples in an attempt to reproduce research as closely as possible [7]. This implies accepting that replications are pretty accurate adaptations and not necessarily exact copies of the original experiment.

Gomez [5] have found that the elements and structure of the experiment to be replicated tend to vary depending on how the replication is run. Between-replication variation is useful for different verification purposes.

The approach that we propose to help to solve the replication problem is to analyze and understand the potential of non-exact (differentiated) replications in accordance with a concept of replication that is closer to ESE reality. This should be a dynamic process that supports the replication process. First, it should help to transfer information to experimenters so that they know how to correctly apply instruments and materials. Second, it should provide an infrastructure for storing information about components (materials, instruments, etc.) and identified replications in order to guarantee their integrity, reliability and traceability for reuse within the experimental research cycle.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Replication has not been an easy thing to do in software engineering (SE) because the experimental paradigm applied to software development is still immature.

ESE researchers have proposed several instruments for transferring information among experimenters to improve the performance of replications in SE. In early replications run in SE, publications reporting the experiment were the only documentation transferred about the original experiment. Some researchers proposed static replication packages (repository containing materials) including some documents required to replicate an experiment (documentation to be delivered to subjects, data collection forms, etc.) in an attempt to improve, ease and incentivize replications. More details are required than just a description of and the provision of the materials required to execute the experiment in order to replicate an ESE experiment. Other things added to the replication package were data collected during the experiment and materials required to train subjects, as well as execution procedures (for example, a script with tasks to be performed by the experimenter during the experiment operation).

Some examples of the many papers focusing on experimentation and replication in SE are (in chronological order): [11] and [16], creating a laboratory kit (i.e., a package containing all the experimental materials, data, and analysis) to facilitate replication; [17], referring to the creation of an experimental package to support external replications; [18], [12] and [19], suggesting that it can take many months to prepare an experiment that can be run in no time at all; [20], using the experimental package built by [21], [4], discussing tacit knowledge and replication packages; [22], [23], [24] and [25], which are studies mentioning or suggesting the creation and use of replication packages.

ESE researchers have tried to verify experimental findings by repeating experiments using a traditional replication package, which would appear, for some reason, not to have been overly helpful for running replications in this field. The cause would appear to be some of the package-related problems detailed below.

- A traditional replication package is a static container (containing documentary information) that hosts different versions of materials modified and/or created as a result of variations of replications to be run or by adopting experimental paradigm processes in SE. This has increased the quantity of package materials, leading to two problems. The first concerns management to control the integrity and traceability of the different versions of the materials to be used to generate different replications. The second is that it is harder for experimenters to handle the materials.

- Replications are difficult to configure and manage using the package (different versions of package
materials are required in similar or differentiated replications to execute the experiment).

- The costs of preparing multiple processes and materials (artefacts, components) contained in the package and used in the experimentation processes increase considerably.
- Iterative improvement of materials content for use in replication of experiments.
- There is limited access to pragmatic information on the success or failure of using the replication package, unless experimenters have used it before. Researchers do not share what they learn from using a package with others. Thus they miss out on the chance of learning from other people’s experiences.

The traditional packages used for replication play a key role in experimental research, but they have not solved the experimental replication process problem. There are still very few replications in SE.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

We will undertake this research by enacting generative cycles to build a preliminary contents structure by successive approximations, where each approximation accounts for a different viewpoint. The first approximation considers existing theoretical knowledge, and the next adds knowledge elicited from researchers experienced in experimentation. The preliminary structure then has to be inspected by experts. This will presumably lead to it being refined. Finally, the reviewed structure will undergo observation and later experimentation. The researcher will observe the structure and check aspects like feasibility (capability to represent replications) and/or flexibility (capability to represent all replication types). The experiments will be run with potential contents structure users.

This research is at the first stage. We have analyzed the documents generated from experiments and examined the software configuration management (SCM) process to find out whether this paradigm is applicable in experimentation. SCM is a discipline applying a set of procedures to control and maintain both the integrity and traceability of software development process products. Considering replication packages to be frequently changing products that we want to trace throughout the research cycle, we developed an analogy considering key SCM concepts and activities. The research results were:

- Document called Adaptation of the SCM Process to the Experimental Research Cycle reporting the analysis of SCM concepts and activities for adaptation to the ER cycle.
- Document called Experiment Configuration Management Plan (ECMP) containing a set of activities and processes to be used to manage experiments.
- Instantiation of a case applying ECMP.

We are now studying the software product line (SPL) paradigm to analyze the feasibility of applying it to the experimental replications configuration process. First, we applied feature-oriented domain analysis (FODA) to the gathered digital documents in order to abstract and establish common features and variants at the materials level (objects, instruments, documents, etc.), which we then used in different experiment runs. Second, we have built both a matrix and a hierarchical tree showing the identified common characteristics and variants, which are now under review.

IV. PROGRESS / RESULTS

Thus far, progress has been made concerning research into hitherto the following topics:

- Study of the concept of what the social sciences call differentiated replications for application in and adaptation to ESE.

Study of the feasibility of adapting the software configuration management (SCM) process to the experimental research cycle. In the context of ISO/IEC [26], the software life cycle is viewed as a reference framework containing the processes, activities and tasks involved in software product management, development, use and maintenance. According to [27], the software system life cycle establishes a succession of stages through which a software product passes, starting when the product is conceived and ending when the software is obsolete. Another characteristic is that it specifies a pre-established order of stages and establishes criteria for moving from one stage to another. This specified and defined process framework includes a set of processes divided into three groups: basic, for support and organizational processes. SCM is one of the support processes.

SCM process products, called configuration elements (CE), are created at each stage of the software development life cycle. Changes to the products can occur at any time as a result of the interaction among people participating in the different software project stages or the development, use and maintenance of the actual software features. According to [28], the system will change irrespective of where we are in the system life cycle, and the drive for change will continue throughout the life cycle.

We refer to the set of CEs produced, used, modified and exposed to formal and informal configuration processes in a software project as SCM.

According to [29], SCM is the art of coordinating software development to minimize confusion. SCM is the skill of identifying, organizing and controlling changes to software built by a team of programmers.
SCM is then a formal engineering discipline that is part of system configuration management and provides methods and tools for identifying and controlling software throughout its development, use and maintenance.

Experimentation is a process that is divided into several phases. Each phase outputs experimental products (materials, instruments, objects, etc.) that are part of the SE experiment. Experimental products could be considered as a reusable common set of interrelated products stored in repositories that are used to enact future experimentation processes in the experimental research cycle. Different versions of products, generated by changes made to different levels of the experiment, such as the experimental domain, the experimental subject matter, the problem or elements like protocol or design, etc., are required for further replications. The research run establishes the minimum contents required to deploy the proposed experimental elements configuration management (EECM) process for application throughout the experimental research cycle. The EECM process affords means for guaranteeing the integrity, reliability, consistency and traceability of experimental research cycle experimental products. The experimental products will be selected, identified, recorded and controlled during the experimentation, replication and synthesis processes.

- Study for applying software product lining in the experimental research cycle.

According to [30], a software product line (SPL) is a set or family of products that share a set of features that satisfy some special market needs and have been developed from a set of core assets with a particular production plan.

This definition includes two key concepts for applying SPLs: features and core assets. A feature is a conceptual characteristic of a system and is used to describe or distinguish a product of a line. A core asset is a software artefact that is used to produce one or more products of a software product line. It can be a software component, a process model, an architecture, a document or any other system development process output.

Software product lining has proved to be an effective means of taking advantage of code reuse. It leads to efficient development, a short time to market and quality products [31]. In SPL, a related set of products is developed by combining reusable core assets with specific products (custom assets). Core assets implement most of the product functionality and support variable functionality (reference architecture). Custom assets are built into core asset products. They instantiate changes and implement unique product functionalities.

In order to apply SPL in SE experimentation, we will analyse information from research areas in which the group is experienced: software validation, requirements and usability. This information will be gathered by applying elicitation techniques, like interviews, observation and case analysis, and by running experiments. We will research, analyse and select techniques for abstracting and establishing common features (reusable) and variants at artefact (product) level that are typical across different experimental runs. Elicitation sessions with experts in the experimentation process (people with different profiles) will be necessary to establish (by different means) the information that they consider important for experimental replication. A structure of common contents and variants (products) will be useful for configuring different types of replications by selecting or rejecting set features.

V. RELATED WORK

Very active research lines in ESE are: improvement of experiment reporting by generating guidelines, such as [32], [33] or [34]; enrichment of quantitative SE experiments using qualitative experimental methods along the lines suggested by [35], which is being pursued in Spain by the Kybele group [36], or experimentation at the clinical level (to use an analogy with experimental medicine), rather than in the laboratory, getting industry to carry out their own experimental studies, as the Fraunhofer Institute for Software Engineering or Microsoft [37] are doing. But this project is part of a line of research on the generation of evidence by combining the outcomes of more than one experiment.

The aim of research on replication is to better understand the concept of replication for adaptation to SE reality. This is what researchers at the University of Strathclyde, [14] and [15], are working on. Our group has contributed to this line [38]. Another aim is to improve the transmission of information using replication packages. Basili [39] pioneered this research and was later joined by Conradi [40] and Travassos [41]. Our group is also working on this line [10].

The research planned as part of this project also touches upon a more technological line of ESE research involving the construction of experimentation support environments. These environments can range from a simple experimental materials repository to the definition and implementation of tools for use in experimental process activities. Examples of such environments are SESE [42] eSEE [43] and Ginger2 [44]. There have also been attempts at storing results (of experiments, case studies and even singular experiences) in what we might call experience repositories, like cebase [45] and Visek [46].

This project is part of a line of basic research on evidence generation, and especially replication and aggregation, plus a line of applied research into technology to support the two tasks.
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